KEYNOTE

AGILE
LEADERSHIP
In this compelling and deeply practical
presentation, Simon explores:
HOW TO CREATE IMPACT DESPITE

> How to adopt an agile mindset to
leading change

COMPLEXITY AND RESISTANCE.
Changing times call for great leaders who

Agile leadership provides a dynamic

can create progress in learning despite

approach to leading change that will

complexity, ambiguity and resistance.

enable leaders to adapt quickly,

Around the world, schools are under

continuously learn and iterate towards

pressure to deliver on new and broader

an effective solution.

> Clarifying a small number of high-impact
improvement approaches
> Implementing small to learn fast through
rapid prototyping
> Scaling up changes by curating social
learning

outcomes; utilise evidence-based practices;
and create innovative new learning

> Harnessing evidence to guide all phases
of continuous improvement

designs.
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Working with Simon is the safest way to make sure
The feedback I received was overwhelmingly
positive. Simon thoroughly engaged the audience and
set the tone for the whole conference.
I couldn’t have asked for more.
- President - Educate Plus

a high profile, ambitious event for school leaders breaks

Delegates from our conference are still raving

new ground and leaves people wanting more.

about Simon! His informed thinking was engaging,

From the start of the planning, through to the post-event

entertaining and educational; adding a great deal to

and follow-up, Simon took charge, covered every detail small and

our conference, through both his keynote and

large, and delivered one of the most compelling, engaging,

contribution to our panel session.

and provocative global workshop we’ve run.

- Saxton Speakers Bureau

- Microsoft Asia

